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Abstract—The goal of pan-sharpening is to increase the spatial resolution of multispectral or hyperspectral images using a
high-spatial-resolution panchromatic image. The intensity–hue–
saturation (IHS) method is one of the most popular pan-sharpening
methods. The pan-sharpening framework of the IHS method is
simple, efficient, and of high spatial quality. In this letter, we
propose a nonlinear IHS method. The main concern of this letter is
how to accurately estimate the intensity component. The proposed
method approximates the intensity component via local and global
synthesis approaches. The WorldView-2 and DEIMOS-2 data are
used to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. The
experimental results demonstrate that the proposed nonlinear
IHS method generates high-quality pan-sharpened multispectral
bands in terms of quantitatively and perceptually.
Index Terms—Hyperspectral data, intensity–hue–saturation
(IHS), multispectral data, nonlinear, panchromatic data, pansharpening.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N MOST remote sensing applications, the demand for spectral data with high spatial resolution is increasing. Due to
physical and technological constraints on the designation of
satellite sensors, providing multispectral or hyperspectral data
with high spatial resolution generates high cost (hereupon,
the low-spatial-resolution multispectral data are denoted by
LRM). Therefore, to compensate the weak spatial resolution
of the LRM data, remote sensing satellites provide a complementary high-spatial-resolution panchromatic (HRP) data. Pansharpening or remote sensing image fusion is a promising field,
whose goal is to enhance the spatial resolution of the spectral
bands without distorting the spectral contents [1].
Thus far, a large number of pan-sharpening methods have been
presented. Most of them can be classified into four main categories: component-substitution-based methods such as [2]–[4],
multiresolution-analysis-based methods such as [5]–[8], modelbased methods such as [8]–[10], and reconstruction-based
methods such as [1], [8], [11], and [12]. Detailed surveys on
pan-sharpening methods can be found in [13]–[15].
Intensity–hue–saturation (IHS) [2], [16]–[20] is one of the
most popular and successful component-substitution-based
pan-sharpening frameworks. Easy implementation, high spatial

resolution, and good spectral preservation are the main advantages of the IHS-based method. The main problem with this
method is the high spectral/color distortion when there is a
difference between the HRP data and the estimated intensity
component. In recent years, several research studies have been
presented to mitigate this phenomenon. Rahmani et al. [19]
proposed a modified IHS method, in which the intensity component is approximated adaptively. We have earlier [1], [8] proposed methods that use a high-resolution intensity component
instead of the HRP data in the fusion process; to minimize
the spectral distortion, the intensity components are estimated
locally. In this letter, we propose a nonlinear IHS method to
assuage the spectral distortion. The main contribution of the
proposed method is to estimate the intensity component through
local and global approaches. We use the HRP image and its
degraded version (LRP) simultaneously to estimate adaptive
weight vectors (the LRP image is obtained through low-pass
filtering and decimating the HRP image by the ratio “ρ,” where
ρ is the ratio of the spatial resolutions between the LRM and
HRP images). The proposed framework will show that it has
great potential for handling complex structural information of
the HRP data.
The rest of this letter is structured as follows. Section II
briefly reviews the IHS methods. The proposed nonlinear IHS
method is presented in Section III. Section IV reports the
experimental results and discussion, and finally, the conclusions
are drawn in Section V.
II. IHS
In 2001, Tu et al. [2] expanded the original IHS and IHS-like
methods and introduced a new framework for pan-sharpening,
which is defined as
k
+ (Phis. − Iup. ),
MHk = Mup.

(1)

where “MH ” and “M ” are the pan-sharpened and LRM images,
respectively; “L” denotes the number of spectral bands; and the
subscript “up.” denotes the upsampling operator. “Iup. ” is an
upsampled intensity component, which is obtained via
Iup. =
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k = 1, . . . , L

L


ωk yk,up. = ω T Mup.

(2)

k=1

and “Phis. ” are the histogram-matched HRP data obtained
through the following equation:
σI
Phis. = up. (P − μP ) + μIup.
(3)
σP
where “σ” and “μ” denote the standard deviation and mean,
respectively. Several research studies [16]–[18] have been
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conducted to determine the weight vector in (2). However,
these methods assume a predetermined weight vector, and thus,
it generates spectral distortion. To overcome this weakness,
Rahmani et al. [19] proposed a modified IHS method, which
is defined as
k
+ E(Phis. − Iup. ),
MHk = Mup.

k = 1, . . . , L.

(4)

Here, E is an edge detector, which is equal to 1 on the edges
and equal to 0 off the edges, i.e.,


γ
(5)
E = exp −
|∇P |4 + ε
where “∇” is the gradient operator, “γ” is a parameter that
controls the magnitude on the edges, and “ε” is a small value
that enforces a nonzero denominator. In the modified IHS
method, the authors assume a nonnegativity constraint on (2)
to estimate the weight vector, i.e.,
 L


2
T
ω̂ = arg min Phis. − ω Mup. 2 + λ
(ω k ≥ 0)
(6)
ω

k=1

where ω = (ω1 , . . . , ωL )T is the weight vector (for further
details about the modified IHS method, readers are referred to
[19]). Other improvement can be found in [20].
III. P ROPOSED N ONLINEAR IHS M ETHOD
The empirical results show that the modified IHS method
considerably improves the content of the pan-sharpened products. However, there are three questions about this method.
First, as the modified IHS method uses only the global synthesis
approach to obtain the intensity component, how can it deal
with the local dissimilarities? Thomas et al. [13] showed that
the global synthesis during pan-sharpening leads to significant spectral distortion because the structural patterns of the
remote sensing data are complex. In other words, a global
synthesis approach cannot handle local dissimilarities. Second,
it is questionable whether the nonnegativity constraint of the
modified IHS method is reasonable. Redundancy is a common
phenomenon that is often occurred in the spectral data due to the
frequency overlaps of the spectral sensors. Thus, a nonnegativity constraint cannot handle this common phenomenon. Finally,
there is no specific trend to determine the Lagrangian parameter
in (6), which cannot lead to the optimal weight vector. In fact,
this method uses a predetermined λ.
To overcome these drawbacks, we introduce two approaches
to approximate the intensity component: 1) utilizing a nonlinear
synthesis (or local synthesis) approach instead of the common
linear one to approximate the intensity component and 2) utilizing a global synthesis approach to make the intensity component at high spatial resolution consonant with its degraded one.
We use the energy constraint proposed in our previous research
[1], [8] to overcome the second weakness of the modified IHS
method. The efficiency of the energy constraint is proved in [1]
and [8]. Moreover, we propose a singular value decomposition
(SVD) approach to seek the best λ that leads to the optimal
weight vector. Another novelty of this letter is to use both the
original and upsampled LRM data, as well as both the HRP data
and its degraded version, during the weight vector estimation.
This procedure makes the weight vector results stable.
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A. Nonlinear Synthesis Approach to Approximate the
Intensity Component
The intensity component can be approximated as a linear
or a nonlinear combination of the spectral bands. As aforementioned, the structural characteristics of the remote sensing
satellites data are more complex than those of the natural data;
therefore, a nonlinear model can relax the linear one in most of
remote sensing applications. To implement the nonlinear model,
a possible solution is to partition the data into small subimages/
patches and then apply the linear model on each patch. In the
following, we describe this approach in more details.
Notation: Let X (i) = (X1,1 , . . . , X1,β , . . . , Xβ,1 , . . . , Xβ,β)T
and x(i) = (x1,1 , . . . , x1,B , . . . , xB,1 , . . . , xB,B )T be the ith
patches of the HRP image and its degraded version ordered lexicographically as a column vector, respectively; “β” and “B” are
the patch sizes of X and x, respectively, where the relationship
between them is β = ρ × B. The patch size B is typically
(i)
(i)
chosen between 3 and 5. Likewise, yk and yk,up. are the ith
patches of the original LRM image and its upsampled version
(i)
by ρ at the kth bands, respectively. Matrices Y (i) = (y1 , . . . ,
(i) T
(i)
(i)
(i)
yk ) and Yup. = (y1,up. , . . . , yk,up. )T denote the ith patches
of the entire original LRM and upsampled LRM bands, respectively. Finally, s(i) = (s1,1 , . . . , s1,B , . . . , sB,1 , . . . , sB,B )T
and S (i) = (S1,1 , . . . , S1,β , . . . , Sβ,1 , . . . , Sβ,β )T are the ith
lexicographically ordered patches of the intensity component
and its upsampled version, respectively. When tiling an image
into patches, a windowing effect is occurred, which can be
resolved by the overlapping approach. In the reconstructing
process of the image, we utilize the smooth window presented
in [1] instead of the conventional averaging approach in
the overlapped regions (for further details about the smooth
window, readers are referred to [1]). The total number of
patches in the intensity component is denoted by “N .”
For each patch i, i ∈ {1, . . ., N}, we apply the linear model on
the LRM patches to form the intensity component patches, i.e.,
s(i) =

L


(i) (i)

(7)

(i) (i)

(8)

ωk yk = ω (i),T Y (i)

k=1

S (i) =

L


(i)
ωk yk,up. = ω (i),T Yup.
.

k=1

To minimize the spectral distortion, the intensity component
should approximate the HRP data as closely as possible. To do
this, we form the following optimization problem:

2


ω̂ (i) = arg min X̃ (i) − ω (i),T Ỹ (i) 
s.t. ω(i),T ω (i) = 1
2

ω (i)

(9)
where
X̃

(i)

=

X (i)
x(i)

(i)

Ỹ (i) =

Yup.
.
Y (i)

(10)

In (9), the energy constraint term determines the energy level
of each spectral band involved in the intensity component
approximation. This constraint is favorable to overcome the
redundancy of the remote sensing data and to better investigate
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the local dissimilarities. As shown in (10), we stack the input
data to have a stable weight vector. The Lagrangian multiplier
offers an equivalent formulation to (9), i.e.,

2


Ω ω(i) , λ(i) = X̃ (i) − ω (i),T Ỹ (i)  +λ(i) ω (i),T ω (i) −1
2
(11)
where λ ≥ 0 is a Lagrangian multiplier that plays the role of
a dual variable. Minimizing Ω(ω (i) , λ(i) ) over ω(i) , we can
obtain the Lagrangian dual
Γ(λ(i) ) = arg min Ω(ω (i) , λ(i) ) = X̃ (i),T X̃ (i)
ω (i)

− (Ỹ (i),T X̃ (i) )T (Ỹ (i),T Ỹ (i) + λ(i) I)−1 Ỹ (i),T X̃ (i)

(12)

where “I” is an identity matrix of size “L.” The gradient of
Γ(λ) for the ith patch can be computed as follows:

2
d


Γ λ(i) = X̃ (i),T Ỹ (i) (Ỹ (i),T Ỹ (i) + λ(i) I)−1  −1
(i)
2
dλ
(13)
−1
d2
Γ(λ(i) ) = −2Ỹ (i),T X̃ (i) Ỹ (i),T Ỹ (i) + λ(i) I
dλ(i),2

×

Ỹ (i),T Ỹ (i) + λ(i) I
× Ỹ (i),T X̃ (i)

T

−1

Ỹ (i),T X̃ (i)

Ỹ (i),T Ỹ (i) +λ(i) I

−1

.

(14)
Now, we optimize the Lagrange dual using Newton’s method.
After maximizing, we obtain the optimal weight vector ω as
follows:
ω̂ (i) = Ỹ (i),T Ỹ (i) + λ̂(i) I

−1

Ỹ (i),T X̃ (i)

∀ i = 1, . . . , N.
(15)

A fast implementation of the weight vector estimator can
be done through the SVD approach [21]. The details of the ω
estimator are presented in Fig. 1. Inserting ω̂ (i) into (7) and (8)
gives us s(i) and S (i) , respectively. We use the smooth window
in the overlapped regions to generate the intensity component I
and the initial upsampled intensity component I0,up. .
B. Global Synthesis of the Intensity Component
The intensity components obtained through the local synthesis approach, i.e., I and I0,up. , may not satisfy the global
reconstruction, i.e., I = MIup. , exactly, where “M” is the
downscaling operator. We can eliminate this effect by
Iˆup. = arg min I − MIup. 22 + ηIup. − I0,up. 22

(16)

Iup.

where “η” is a parameter used to balance the reconstruction
constraint fidelity and the initial estimated intensity component
given by the local synthesis approach, which is set as 1. Gradient descent is a possible solution to this optimization problem.
The updated equation for this iterative method is


 t


t+1
t
t
+ η Iup.
(17)
Iup.
= Iup.
+υ MT I −MIup.
−I0,up. .

Fig. 1. Proposed fast weight vector estimator used for solving (9).
t
Here, Iup.
is the estimation of the upsampled intensity component after the tth iteration, and “υ” is the step size of the
gradient descent. The result obtained through (16) is the final
stage of estimating the upsampled intensity component. This
component is close to the initial upsampled intensity component given by the local synthesis approach, as much as possible,
whereas it is globally consistent with the intensity component.

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this letter, two data sets collected by the WorldView-2 and
DEIMOS-2 sensors have been used to evaluate the proposed
method. The scale ratio ρ is 4 for both data sets, and the number
of spectral bands is 4 for DEIMOS-2 and 8 for WorldView-2.
To evaluate the fusion results, we use the Wald synthesis
protocol [22]. According to this protocol, the LRM and HRP
images are preliminarily decimated by the scale ratio, and therefore, reference LRM bands are available for comparisons. The
pan-sharpened results are assessed by correlation coefficient
(CC), universal image quality index (UIQI) [23], root-meansquare error (RMSE), spectral angle mapper (SAM) [24], and
Quality with No Reference (QNR) index [25], which is composed of a spectral distortion Dλ index and a spatial distortion
Ds index, without requiring a high-resolution reference multispectral image. The proposed nonlinear method is compared
with the generalized IHS [2] method and the modified IHS
method [19]. In order to have a balanced tradeoff between
performance and computation time, we choose a patch size of
[5 5] with overlap r = 40%. Parameters “γ” and “ε” in (5)
are set as 10−9 and 10−10 , respectively, both for the modified
IHS and the proposed nonlinear IHS. Parameter “λ” is set
as 5 for the modified IHS method, where it achieves its best
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Fig. 2. Simulated experiments with the DEIMOS-2 data set. (a) Degraded HRP (512 × 512 and 4 m). (b) Reference LRM (512 × 512 and 4 m; RGB: bands 2,
3, and 4). (c) Generalized IHS. (d) Modified IHS. (e) Nonlinear IHS.

Fig. 3. Simulated experiment with the WorldView-2 data set. (a) Degraded HRP (512 × 512 and 1.84 m). (b) Reference LRM (512 × 512 and 7.36 m; RGB:
bands 5, 3, and 2). (c) Generalized IHS. (d) Modified IHS. (e) Nonlinear IHS.
TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE OF THE F USION R ESULTS

performance. The MATLAB code and documentation of the
proposed nonlinear IHS method are available online.1
Fig. 2 shows the pan-sharpened LRM results of the
DEIMOS-2 data using different methods. Comparing the result
of the generalized IHS method [see Fig. 2(c)] with the reference
image [see Fig. 2(b)], it is clear that the method provides a
high spatial resolution result, but this is unable to preserve
the spectral information of the source image. As shown in
Fig. 2(d), the modified IHS method maintains better spectral
information than the generalized IHS method. However, this
method introduces two types of distortions. The first is spectral
distortion; as the region indicated by a yellow arrow shows,
the spectral information of the modified IHS method’s result
is inconsistent with that of the reference image. The second
is spatial distortion, i.e., the spatial details are also weak.
For instance, the road indicated by a red arrow is an example
of a weak spatial resolution result. The pan-sharpened result of
our method is shown in Fig. 2(e). From this figure, it can be seen
that the proposed nonlinear IHS method provides good result.

1 http://openremotesensing.net/index.php/codes

The experiments with the WorldView-2 data set are shown in
Fig. 3. Comparing the pan-sharpening results with the reference
image shown in Fig. 3(b), it is obvious that the oversharpening
phenomena are substantially occurred in the results of the generalized [see Fig. 3(c)] and modified [see Fig. 3(d)] IHS methods; for instance, the spectral distortion in the vegetation areas
indicated by yellow arrows is more severe in the result of the
generalized IHS method than in that of the modified method.
Aside from the spectral distortion in the edge regions, the generalized and modified IHS methods also introduce spectral distortion in the nonedge regions. The building indicated by a red
arrow is an example of weak spectral preservation. Fig. 3(e) verifies that the spectral distortion in the result of our method is less.
The quantitative assessments of the pan-sharpened data shown
in Figs. 2 and 3 are reported in Table I. As expected, the proposed
method greatly improves the quality of the pan-sharpened content. The proposed method achieves the best performance in
all the quantitative terms. The time costs for the experiments
with the DEIMOS-2 and WorldView-2 data sets are reported in
Table II. From the table, it can be seen that the proposed method
requires more computation time than the other methods, which
is mainly due to the patch-by-patch synthesis.
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TABLE II
T IME C OSTS ( IN S ECONDS ) OF THE D IFFERENT PAN -S HARPENING
M ETHODS FOR THE 512 × 512 D ATA (C ENTRAL P ROCESSING
U NIT C ORE I 7 AND 6-GB R ANDOM A CCESS M EMORY )

V. C ONCLUSION
In this letter, we have proposed a nonlinear IHS-based pansharpening method for reducing the spectral distortion. We have
also proposed a new local–global framework to estimate the
intensity component. This scheme could successfully provide
stable weight vectors to approximate the intensity component. The empirical results show that the proposed approach
remarkably reduces spectral and spatial distortions from the
pan-sharpened results and provides consistent results with the
reference data locally and globally. Overall, it can be said that,
in this letter, we relax the linearity of the modified IHS to a
nonlinearity of that.
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